Abstract Many statistical tests have been developed to assess the significance of clusters of disease located around known sources of environmental contaminants, also known as focused disease clusters. The majority of focused-cluster tests were designed to detect a particular spatial pattern of clustering, one in which the disease cluster centers around the pollution source and declines in a radial fashion with distance. However, other spatial patterns of environmentally related disease clusters are likely given that the spatial dispersion patterns of environmental contaminants, and thus human exposure, depend on a number of factors (i.e., meteorology and topography). For this study, data were simulated with five different spatial patterns of disease clusters, reflecting potential pollutant dispersion scenarios: (1) a radial effect decreasing with increasing distance, (2) a radial effect with a defined peak and decreasing with [303][304][305][306][307][308][309][310][311][312][313][314][315][316] distance, (3) a simple angular effect, (4) an angular effect decreasing with increasing distance and (5) an angular effect with a defined peak and decreasing with distance. The power to detect each type of spatially distributed disease cluster was evaluated using Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test, Tango's Focused Test, Bithell's Linear Risk Score Test, and variations of the Lawson-Waller Score Test. Study findings underscore the importance of considering environmental contaminant dispersion patterns, particularly directional effects, with respect to focused-cluster test selection in cluster investigations. The effect of extra variation in risk also is considered, although its effect is not substantial in terms of the power of tests.
Introduction
A range of statistical tests have been developed to detect focused clustering (Lawson 2006, Chap. 6; Kulldorff 2006) , which can be defined as the clustering of disease around suspected or known sources of environmental contaminants (Besag and Newell 1991) . To date, limited emphasis has been placed on the selection of a focused-cluster test appropriate to the spatial pattern of environmental exposure. It has been suggested that spatial functions, such as rankings based on inverse distance, can be included in certain focused-cluster tests as proxies for exposure when exact measurements are unknown (Bithell 1995) . However, most focused-cluster tests have been designed and used to detect clusters reflecting a particular spatial pattern, one that centers around the pollution source and declines with increasing distance from the source. In accordance with pollution dispersion equations and models that have been used in various fields such as the study of air pollution, Lawson (1993) and Lawson and Williams (1994) have suggested that including similar spatial functions could improve the ability to detect populations at elevated risk from exposure to pollution sources. This recommendation is based on the premise that human exposure to environmental contaminants from a known source and consequent disease clusters follow the spatial patterns of environmental contaminant dispersion. Lawson (1993) describes the use of mathematical functions to describe peaked effects, directional effects, the combination of these effects, and the more typical radial distance decline cluster pattern. A study of respiratory cancers in Armadale, Scotland demonstrates the use of these functions in models of bronchitis mortality, and suggests the importance of attention to the directional dispersion of air pollution in focused-cluster modeling (Lawson and Williams 1994) .
Published power evaluations of focused-cluster tests are limited, and interest has focused mainly on score tests; i.e., Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test (Stone 1988 ) and Stone's Poisson Maximum Test (Stone 1988) . Waller and Lawson (1995) examined the power of Stone's Poisson Maximum Test (Stone 1988) , the focused adaptation of Besag and Newell's Test (Besag and Newell 1991) , and Lawson-Waller score tests (Lawson 1993; Waller et al. 1992 ) to detect clusters of varying sizes with a range of background disease rates and increases in disease risk. The authors found that the score tests performed well overall, while the Besag and Newell Test improved with rarer diseases. More pronounced clustering and elevated disease rates were necessary for Stone's test to show power equal to the score test. Waller (1996) extended work in this area by evaluating power as related to changes in aggregation levels. His findings revealed that the level of data aggregation is an important consideration with regard to statistical power and that many of the evaluated tests showed poor power overall to detect a small increase in risk. Waller and Poquette (1999) examined power of the Lawson-Waller score tests (Lawson 1993; Waller et al. 1992 ) and score statistics proposed by Bithell (1995) with three distance-based exposure values. The authors showed that power of the evaluated tests depends on the shape of the cluster, the shape the test assumes for the cluster and the population density of the geographic area of interest. Tango (2002) extended the Lawson-Waller Score Test (Lawson 1993; Waller et al. 1992) to deal with multiple point sources and peak decline trends. He compares the power of the extended score test against Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test (Stone 1988 ) and Bithell's Likelihood Ratio Test (Bithell 1995) for detecting clinal and hot spot clusters. Sun (2002) compares the power and other statistical criteria of Tango's Focused Test (Tango 1995 ) and Stone's Poisson Maximum Test (Stone 1988 ) through data simulations using a Geographic Information System (GIS). Sun found that Tango's test was more effective than Stone's test based on an evaluation system of accuracy, type I error, power, and consistency. However the author suggests the use of both methods as Stone's test tends to produce lower estimates of cluster size while Tango's tends to produce higher estimates. Sun also reports that Tango's test is preferred with regard to estimating cluster size as long as the clusters are not too weak or too strong. In a comparison of Stone's Poisson Maximum and Maximum Likelihood Ratio Tests (Stone 1988) , Lumley (1995) shows that the Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test has advantages with regard to power.
Though previous evaluations have provided important information that should be considered when selecting a test to detect focused clustering, investigations are lacking regarding the effects of cluster shape on the power of focused cluster tests. The purpose of the current study is to evaluate the power of a variety of focused-cluster tests to detect five different spatial cluster patterns around a fixed focus, which reflect different potential pollution dispersion scenarios. For cluster investigations and other small area analyses, data are most commonly available as counts; therefore this power evaluation study considers only count data. The organization of this paper is as follows. Data simulation methods are discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3 defines the focused cluster tests evaluated. The results of the power evaluation are presented in Sect. 4, with conclusions presented in Sect. 5.
Data simulation
Five spatial patterns of disease clustering were considered under the alternative hypothesis. Figures 1, 2 and 3 provide sample illustrations of some of these spatial patterns and relative risk ranges. However, it should be noted that the simulation is Monte Carlo based; and therefore, ranges of relative risk could vary between simulated realizations. The most complex model represents an anisotropic (asymmetrical) pattern of disease risk where the peak in disease risk occurs at some distance from the source rather than at the pollution source. This peaked distance directional decline model (PDDIR) is defined as: where α 1 = 2, α 2 = 0.05 and α 3 = α 4 = 0.5. The variable ϕ i is the angle of the small area centroid measured from the putative source, and μ = π/4 is the assumed mean angle. d i is the distance from the pollution source to the centroid of region i. The other models are special cases of the PDDIR model in which various parameters equal zero. Table 1 details these models, including an anisotropic pattern or distance decline combined with a directional effect (DDIR). A pattern with increasing disease risk in a particular direction also was considered (DIR). PDD was an isotropic pattern where the peak in disease risk occurs at some distance from the source. The final and simplest model was an isotropic pattern, evincing radial distance decline in disease risk (DD). This spatial distribution of distance decay is most commonly assumed in focused cluster testing. Let y i , i = 1, . . . , M, denote the count of disease in the ith region and y = (y 1 , . . . , y M ), further let x i denote the coordinates of the ith region. In what follows we assume that the basic model for the counts is y i ∼ Poisson(e i θ i ) where an expected count e i is modified by a relative risk θ i . For each simulation, we hold the total number of events fixed (N ), since this allows us to focus on the spatial pattern and not the total number of events. Hence we simulate from a multinomial distribution, where the probability of a case of disease in the ith region is given by
. We choose to simulate 200 events, 500 events and 1,000 events or total cases of disease. The pattern of expected counts was constant for the map, i.e. e i = e = N /M.
We simulated data for five types of spatially distributed clusters representing different alternative hypotheses. We also simulated data under the null hypothesis in the absence of a disease cluster, where θ i = 1 for all i. Two hundred fifty-six regions of uniform size and shape were simulated. Centroids for each region were placed on a 16x16 unit square grid on coordinates: 0, 1/15, 2/15, . . . ,1 on the vertical and horizontal axes of the square. The pollution source was located centrally at x 0 = (0.5, 0.5). The counts of events were simulated for each of these regions and assigned to each regional centroid.
The choice of model for the relative risk at location x, θ(x, β) represents the relationship between the pollution source and spatial distribution of disease, for some choice of parameters β. Under the null hypothesis θ i = 1 for all i. Under the alternative hypothesis θ i varies by i, where the relative risk in the i th region, θ i , was determined using functions describing each of the five spatial patterns of disease clustering with the null value used for no effect.
In addition to calculating θ for each of these five spatial patterns of clustering for each of the three N 's, two additional θ 's were estimated for each spatial pattern and total event combination in order to examine the effect of uncorrelated heterogeneity (UH). UH can be defined as extra-variation that is not directly observed but is assumed to exist in the data (Lawson 2006, Chap. 5) . Sophisticated Bayesian models (Best et al. 2005; Leyland and Davies 2005) assume that UH exists, therefore UH is also being considered in the models for this study. These models take the form:
where θ * (x, β) is one of the standard models for the risk of disease in the i th region which is modified by the UH term,
The term v i which represents the UH for the i th region is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance = σ 2 . Two variations of UH were added to the models examined here: σ = 0.05 and 0.5., representing different levels of UH.
To summarize the overall simulation procedure for data under the alternative hypothesis: five spatial cluster types (DD, PDD, DIR, DDIR, and PDDIR), three variations of UH (none, σ = 0.05, σ = 0.5), and three variations of total events (N = 200, 500, 1000) were considered. In addition to the simulations conducted to obtain datasets under the alternative hypothesis, three simulations, one for each total event situation, were performed to obtain data under the null hypothesis of no disease clustering with no UH. Six additional simulations provided data under the null hypothesis including two levels of UH (σ = 0.5 and σ = 0.05) for the three variations of total events.
The power of the focused cluster tests examined in the current study was evaluated through computer simulations. This involves computing test statistics for 1,000 data sets simulated under the null hypothesis to obtain the critical value or 95th percentile of these values. Test statistics are then computed from the 1,000 data sets simulated under each alternative hypothesis (i.e., each of the five spatial cluster types). These test statistics are compared to the critical value to estimate power, which is the number of times the null hypothesis is rejected.
Focused cluster tests
Power was evaluated for Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test (Stone 1988 ), Tango's Focused Test (Tango 1995) , variations of the Lawson-Waller Score Test (Lawson 1993; Waller et al. 1992) , and Bithell's Linear Risk Score (LRS) Test (Bithell 1995) . The decline tests (Stone's Test, Tango's Test, the Radial Score Test and the LRS Distance Decline Test) and the decline and directional effect test (the Directional Score Test) used a priori knowledge of the location of the pollution source.
Decline tests
Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test is based on the isotonic regression estimator (Stone 1988) . It is computed by first binning the regions using bins defined by distance from the source. Stone's Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test is then given by 
We selected τ = 1, 5 to represent sharp and slow decreases with distance. These values should be selected a priori based on information regarding the dispersion of the exposure leading to the cluster or otherwise expected shape of the cluster of elevated risk.
The Radial Decline Score Test variation of the Lawson-Waller Score Tests as presented by Lawson (1993) was examined: Bithell (1995) describes the LRS Tests in detail, using various functions of distance and rank as surrogates for exposure. We applied the distance decline function as described by Lawson (1993) to the formulation Bithell illustrates resulting in an LRS Test for distance decline. Bithell (1995) defined:
where θ 1i is the area-specific relative risk based on the alternative hypothesis, and M is the maximum number of regions. We therefore defined the test statistic:
with the parameter α 1 estimated under the alternative hypothesis.
Decline and directional effect test
A directional variation of the Lawson-Waller Score Test was examined, as defined by Lawson (1993) :
where φ − μ is again the angle between the pollution source, regional centroid and mean angle. The mean angle μ is a nuisance parameter and is estimated under the null hypothesis of no clustering. In simulations, the mean angle is arbitrary and set to π/4 for convenience. In practice, this angle should be selected based on pollution dispersion principles (e.g., direction of the dominant wind blowing releases from a stack). When considering disease clusters related to environmental exposures, the principles of modeling the dispersion of these environmental exposures should be considered, and the science of environmental toxicant dispersion modeling provides a sound basis for selecting this angle in practice. Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 6 present the estimated power of each of the focused cluster tests for detecting the five spatial cluster patterns, simulated with three total numbers of events and three variations of UH. These tables show the results of the computer simulation evaluations to compare the null hypothesis to each of the alternative hypotheses, or spatial cluster patterns. The tables demonstrate the low to modest power achieved overall for detecting each type of spatial cluster; however, these results are related to the choice of relative risk level. As expected, power increases with increasing total numbers of events, and the addition of UH lowers power. The findings of note are revealed by comparing the power achieved among the various tests for detecting the range of spatial clusters. The decline tests show the highest power for detecting DD spatial cluster shapes (Table 2) . Comparison among the tests shows that Tango's Test and the LRS Distance Decline test perform best overall. The decline and directional effect test shows low power across all total event scenarios, and the addition of UH lowered power for all tests. Table 3 shows low power overall to detect the PDD shaped cluster with the decline tests outperforming the decline and directional effect test, as expected. Among the decline tests, Tango's Test and the LRS Distance Decline Test revealed the highest power overall. Again, the addition of UH decreased the power to detect this type of cluster, and the tests that showed the highest power to detect the cluster also showed proportionally the least loss of power with UH.
Focused cluster test results
Results for the DIR spatial cluster pattern differ from those for the other four spatial cluster patterns (Table 4 ). The decline and directional effect test was effectively the only test to detect this type of cluster and did so with high power, even with the addition of UH. The decline tests showed poor power overall for detecting the DIR spatial cluster pattern. The Directional Score Test showed the highest power overall for detecting the DDIR spatial pattern of clustering (Table 5) . Power for the decline and directional effect test was equal to that for detecting the PDDIR cluster with 1000 total events and slightly better than that for the PDDIR cluster with 200 and 500 total events. The decline tests also showed high power for detecting the DDIR cluster with 1000 events, with Tango's Test and the LRS Distance Decline Test once again showing the highest power among the decline tests. Table 6 shows the results of comparing the alternative hypothesis of the PDDIR cluster pattern to the null hypothesis of no clustering. With regard to power, the Directional Score Test was the overall best-performing test, though only modest power was achieved. The Decline Tests performed almost as well as the Directional Score Test, with the LRS Distance Decline Test and Tango's Test showing slightly higher power 
Conclusions
The use of pollutant dispersal modeling provides information regarding likely spatial patterns of human exposure, and thus disease. Findings from this investigation reveal the importance of considering this information when selecting a focused cluster test with adequate power to detect a cluster of disease. Power to detect cluster patterns with a directional effect only (DIR), as could occur with an air pollution source and a strong dominant wind to disperse the contaminant, was poor for all focused cluster tests except the Directional Score Test. Among the cluster types examined, the Directional Score Test also appeared to be the best choice overall with respect to power for detecting any cluster type with a directional component. For example, the Directional Score Test would be recommended if a peak in risk is suspected at some distance from the pollution source combined with an anisotropic pattern of risk. This spatial clustering pattern might follow the pollution dispersal of an airborne contaminant from an elevated stack accompanied by a dominant wind. However, it should be noted that the version of the Directional Score Test examined in this analysis used a prespecified parameter π/4 for convenience to indicate the angle between the pollution source and regional centroid. The mean angle μ in this analysis was a nuisance parameter and was set to an arbitrary value. Additional variation in this parameter could possibly result in decreased power. As expected, decline tests, particularly Tango's Test and the LRS Distance Decline test, are preferred among the focused tests examined for detecting cluster types with an isotropic pattern of risk, PDD and DD cluster types. Cluster patterns with a peak were more difficult to detect than similarly shaped cluster patterns without peaks. It should be noted that the score tests performed well in each scenario for which the alternative was defined according the to the dispersion pattern. Therefore we project that in cases where pollution dispersion patterns can be predicted based on exposure modeling scenarios that account for appropriate variables (e.g. wind dispersion for air pollutants or landcover for groundwater toxicants), power should be improved by selecting a test, possibly defining a score test, which best reflects the appropriate dispersion pattern. This investigation underscored the difficulty detecting clusters of smaller sizes/rarer diseases as well as the challenges induced with addition of UH. With the exception of the Directional Score Test results for the DIR cluster type, all tests revealed poor power detecting clusters of 200 total events, regardless of the spatial cluster pattern. Similarly, modest power was shown by the best-performing tests in each spatial pattern for detecting 500 total events. This is important to note as many of the conditions that we are asked to analyze for clustering are rare (as is the case for virtually all cancers). The addition of two levels of UH, σ = 0.05 and 0.5., lowered the power of all tests for detecting all types of clusters. The Directional Score Test in cases of an anisotropic pattern of risk as well as Tango's Test and the LRS Distance Decline Test in cases with a DD cluster component handled the addition of UH better than the other tests considered.
Though a number of focused cluster tests and spatial patterns of clustering were examined in this simulation study, additional work is needed to inform the selection of appropriate focused cluster tests. Studies of additional variations in the shape and scale of the cluster patterns in this investigation as well as further types of spatial patterns of clustering should be considered. For example, simulations of clustering in more linear shapes could inform the study of the clustering of health conditions due to traffic exposure. It should be noted that a homogeneous underlying population distribution was simulated, with each grid cell containing the same number of expected events. A more heterogeneous distribution of expected cases could influence the power of focused cluster tests, and should be examined with further simulation studies. Comparisons of these findings with application of these same focused cluster tests to real world data, pollutant dispersal as well as health outcomes, would provide valuable information for cluster investigators. 
